At the present stage, the rapid development of block chain technology has received high attention from all countries in the world, all the governments, financial circles, scientific and technological circles and the business community are competing for the development of block chain technology. And the related technology research and development institutions and start-ups companies have also obtained the capital investment of geometric growth. In view of this, the authors define the traditional trade settlement of commercial banks as a related subject by the impact of block chain technology, discusses the practical features of block chain technology and block chain finance at the present stage, and describes the related concepts and application scenes. At the same time, I think that it will be very valuable to study the block chain technology as soon as possible for the transformation of traditional trade settlement methods.
Introduction
The advantage of the paperless block chain trade settlement model is that it can get rid of the predicaments that low efficiency, lengthy and error prone predicament of the traditional model, and can be a good substitute for the traditional settlement. Although, concerned the existing technical conditions, the block chain trade settlement has not been fully promoted, but after several iterations, it is bound to bring a subversive significance to the traditional trade settlement process. Block chain cannot be roughly equated with bitcoin, in fact, it is the underlying support for the bitcoin. Not long ago, the information and software service department of the Ministry of industry and information issued the white paper on the development of China's block chain technology and application. The block chain is defined as the innovative application model of computer technology, such as distributed data storage, point to point transmission, ICOI-2018 consensus mechanism, encryption algorithm and so on. This also fully reflects that the central government has begun to clarify the function and value of the block chain, and also provides important guidance for the development and related research of China's block chain technology.
Block chain technology is a new thing, the state, industry and related fields have not yet formed a unified understanding and standardization. All walks of life have different understanding and evaluation of block chain, and ordinary workers have no clear application trend on block chain. Experts and scholars who are optimistic point out that the technology will lead the future revolution in the financial field and bring about subversive changes in traditional trade settlement and completely replace the single business of trade companies and banks. However, the scholars who have the opposite opinions point out that the practical value of the block chain is not very important, and there are still a large number of technical loopholes and legal blind areas, which will not impact the traditional settlement business of commercial banks. In fact, from the point of view of history, all the emerging technologies have the foresight and guidance of the law of human social development, and have different degrees of effect on the various fields of human society, but this process is slow. Therefore, everyone must take a comprehensive and objective attitude to treat the emergence of new technology, and dialectically evaluate its inherent characteristics and application prospects, as well as the transformation or replacement of traditional business. Only by maintaining an open attitude to deal with the new changes caused by the new technology and properly adjusting the existing policies can we seize a favorable position in the future social and economic changes. And rational analysis block chain technology is crucial to the sustainable development of domestic financial institutions.
Overview of Related Theories
At present, China's official definition of block chain is the innovative application mode of computer technology, such as distributed data storage, point to point transmission, consensus mechanism, encryption algorithm and other computer technology in the Internet age. At the practical level, most scholars regard it as a core supporting technology, such as the digital encryption currency involved in bitcoin. It has six core technologies, intelligent contract, consensus mechanism, privacy protection, encryption algorithm, network protocol and data storage.
Block chaining technology was born in the financial field, which can improve the efficiency and speed of financial business. The representative application is the block ICOI-2018 chain finance, and the related scenes are banking, securities, insurance and other financial industries, and involve two important contents, namely, traditional finance and self-finance. The traditional finance includes indirect finance and direct finance.
The indirect finance is undertaken by financial intermediaries such as banks, while the direct finance is the financial activity of direct loan by both parties represented by P2P net loan. Due to the growing popularity and maturity of Internet technology, the efficiency, security and openness of financial transactions have become a growing concern for people. This is precisely the problem that the traditional financial model is difficult to provide. So gradually formed a new financial thing, that is, automated finance.
On the whole view, the revolutionary value of block chain will bring about a tremendous change in the field of financial science and technology with its revolutionary value, and bring a profound and profound effect on the domestic financial system, accelerate the integration of financial science and technology, accelerate the integration of industrial financing, and bring further influence on the development of the financial industry in the future.
A Brief Introduction to the Traditional Trade Settlement of Commercial Banks
Traditional trade settlement of commercial banks has been undertaking a basic financial function for a long time, playing the most extensive and profound influence. Generally speaking, dealing with trade creditors' liquidation is the main function of trade settlement, which is mediated by commercial banks to facilitate trade and complete liquidation with currency. Remittances, collections and letters of credit are the three main ways. The first two kinds are based on commercial credit, that is, banks only take intermediary role, and the latter is based on bank credit, that is, banks also need to take responsibility for debt. Because they have certain independence, so they have been the most commonly used form of settlement in international business for a long time Remittance refers to the customer's entrustment to the bank, which is delivered to the payee by the remittance. This process is inseparable from the financial system between the banks and related to the corresponding clearing tools. For the applicant, the termination of debt should be completed by transfer of funds. Remittance includes three main types: telegraphic transfer, mail transfer and foreign exchange.
Wire transfer (T/T) refers to a remittance application that is applied by a remittance ICOI-2018 person to indicate a joint or agency line in another country or region by a remittance or SWIFT, to deliver the amount of the specified amount to the payee designated on the payment order. M/T refers to the way of mail or quick mail to send the payment instructions to the remittance, without the need for power generation, the cost is cheaper than the wire transfer, and the mail delivery speed is slow. D/D is to refer to the application of the remittance of a remittance, to open a draft at sight, to be a foreign joint or agent, to indicate the way the payment is paid to the payee or the holder of the bill on the bill of exchange. Collection refers to the payment or acceptance by the bank in accordance with the instructions received from the exporter, the delivery of documents on the basis of payment and acceptance, and the delivery of the documents in other terms and conditions. The documents are divided into financial documents and commercial documents. The function of the letter of credit is reflected in the application of commercial credit instead of commercial bank, so as to deal with the credit problem of international commercial parties. Because international business involves many subjects and many processes, paper documents should be transferred in many links, resulting in the audit problem in the letter of credit business.
SWOT Analysis of Bank Traditional Trade Settlement
In the traditional trade settlement, I choose the most common letter of credit as a case to carry out the SWOT analysis of the settlement process.
First of all, the advantage of L C lies in security. In the practice of international trade, a letter of credit is irrevocable, that means, the issuing bank must pay if it confirms the conformity of the documents. Therefore, as for the importers, the audit responsibility of the bank has increased the payment security, and the credit card has saved the cost of capital also. At the same time, the letter of credit has the effect of circulate necessary funds, which makes many of the credit financing products derived from the letter of credit, which provides the margin of capital for the two sides of the trade, which is beneficial to reduce the financial risk. The more common products are import and export bills, overseas payment, interbank payment, forfeiture and so on.
Secondly, the weakness of L C is also obviously. Because of the multiple subjects and it is gradually lagging behind the development of the times and the needs of the enterprises. Therefore, it is very likely to lose some of the long-term cooperative customers and potential young customers.
Analysis of The Relationship Between Block Chain Technology and Trade Settlement Mode of Commercial Banks
From an optimistic point of view, the first step should be to optimize the existing business efficiency as soon as possible. In view of the de centralization and de trust property of the block chain, it provides a guarantee for the international business In contrast, the international countries and various international organizations and organizations have not yet formed a highly unified understanding and definition of the block chain technology, so in the future, once it happened the dissension of the trade and settlement of the block chain will form a long-term unsolved situation.
Conclusion
In this paper, the impact of block chain technology on the traditional trade settlement of commercial banks is taken as the research object. After careful argumentation, we can conclude that there are two positive and negative effects. On the positive side, block chain technology can achieve the point to point block chain trade settlement without the participation of third parties, improve business processing efficiency, reduce transaction costs and ensure the safety of transactions. In negative aspects, ICOI-2018 block chain technology still faces technical bottlenecks, legal supervision and industry standard formulation problems. In the short term, time and resources need to be widely invested, and comprehensive income may be small. Large-scale commercial applications still need technology and regulation further maturity, but the trend of development is unstoppable.
